This document is due to reviewing an article by Maydanyuk and Olkhovsky, of a Nova Science conpendium as of "The big bang, theory assumptions and Problems", as of 2012, which uses the Wheeler De Witt equation as an evolution equation assuming a closed universe. Having the value of k, not as the closed universe, but nearly zero of a nearly flat universe, which leads to serious problems of interpretation of what initial conditions are. These problems of interpretations of initial conditions tie in with difficulties in using QM as an initial driver of inflation. And argue in favor of using a different procedure as far as forming a wave function of the universe initially. The author wishes to thank Abhay Ashtekar for his well thought out criticism but asserts that limitations in space-time geometry largely due to when is formed from semi classical reasoning, i.e. Maxwell's equation involving a close boundary value regime between Octonionic geometry and flat space non Octonionic geometry is a datum which Abhay Ashekhar may wish to consider in his quantum bounce model and in loop quantum gravity in the future. 
Introduction
What we are looking at, in Maydanyuk and Olkhovsky [1] , is a way to define the initial Wheeler De Witt equation, not as what they did, for a closed universe, but to get to the actual nearly flat space Euclidian universe conditions which suggest that quantum mechanics will not work well as to initial conditions, and that a different procedure than what was done for closed universe conditions [1] needs to be considered for the start of cosmological evolution. Note that the difficulty in initial conditions has startling similarities as to the problem with gravitions having mass as noted by Maggiorie [2] which specifically delineated for non zero graviton mass, where and that   
As noted by Maggiore, one gets into serious analytical difficulties from the beginning, with (1) and the reader is invited to look at his massive Graviton section [2] which delineates some of the problems. In a similar manner, the closed universe analysis done in [1] encounters serious problems in initial conditions if we used flat space in the onset which sheds light upon the vulnerabilities of quantum mechanics in forming appropriate initial conditions, which we will comment upon and offer a solution for.
Looking at the Way to Form a Wheeler De Witt Equation via a Nearly Flat Space Model
The author is quite aware of work discussed with him in conferences, noticiably Rencontres De Moriond, in the experimental gravity conference, which alledges that from the initial conditions that inflation mandated almost completely flat space. For the sake of argument in this work, we will work with flat space, and will commence a derivation which shows serious issues with the Wheeler De Witt analysis of Quantum space time offered in [1] which works passably well in a closed universe condition.
To do this, we will reproduce, using instead of k = 1 (closed universe), Having the value of k, not as the closed universe, but nearly zero of a nearly flat universe, which leads to serious problems of interpretation of what initial conditions are. These problems of interpretations of initial conditions tie in with difficulties in using QM as an initial driver of inflation. And argue in favor of using a different proceedure as far as forming a wave function of the universe initially, which is written in [1] as for a mini superspace lagrangian
A Chapylgin gas equation of state was used, in working with Equation (2) using
And, in conditions which specify
and
and a general density equation we will write up as
The end result as given is that [3] one has a S.E. with a wavefunction
The difficulty in the change of variables comes next and is attributed to k    . Set 8 , and then the Equation (7) becomes, instead, if
This potential is almost identitcal to what was done in [1] but the term
is what creates initial conditions which simply do not work out and are to be commented upon directly. If one does an expansion of Equation (8) as given above by q a a   then by [1] (9)
Then Equation (6) becomes, with a wave function of the universe for q a a
The following change of variables is where the problem in the Planckian regime becomes acute. i.e. set
Then, Equation (11) become an Airy style differential equation with
The following change of variables is where the problem in the Planckian regime becomes acute. Equation 
Criticism of the Above Methodology by Abhay Ashtekar
We introduce several criticisms of the above methodology leading to what was said about Equation (14) by Abhay Ashtekar, in private communication with the author [4] . "There are several technical problems. For instance, the substitution from (11)-(13), introducing (12), seems to overlook the fact that the new variable xi in (12) de-pends on q or a not just by the explicit factor but also via the potentials. And even if there is a coefficient dividing by a small epsilon (related to k), this value is not zero and there is no problem with well-defined equations. One would simply make a poor choice of variables in which some coefficients are unnaturally large (After all, a flat universe with k = 0 has a well-defined formulation)".
The Author's Answer to Abhay Ashtekar
First of all the author wishes to thank Abhay Astekar for his direct communications to correct what he perceived as sloppy thinking. The first place to start is to look at (12) above again, and to ask what is possibly driving
Recall Equation (11)
This presumably would happen when q a a   , and then we would be really looking at
The transition from the left to the right hand side in Equation (20) above is tandem to what was said by Beckwith [5, 6] as to formation of Planck's constant.
Criticism of Forming Wave Function of Equation (15) if an Airy Function, with Using Equation (14)
We assert that in the Planck regime of space time, that Equation (14) is in reality undefinable due to the denominator of at or below 10 ^ -33 centimeters of space time. The value of this parameter is so small, in fact, that what really needs to be addressed, to make any sense out of how small Equation (14) really is, is the following observation. Namely in looking at an evolution of a Wheeler De Witt equation of space time, that we can define a spatial evolution, via expansion of the scale factor a, as in Equation (11), but we have to put in by hand the initial time step i.e. the exact same problem shows up in Loop quantum gravity. In the case of scale factor   a t , the spatial evolution is amendable by QM, but there is no idea as to how to get about putting in "by hand" the initial time step, which we presume would be a Planck time interval.
So If a Domain Wall Enters the Picture,
Then What Does This Do to Structure Formation and also Plank's Constant?
In [5] we are stuck with how a semi classical argument can be used to construct Table 1 above. In particular, we look at how Planck's constant is derived, as in the electroweak regime of space time, namely that given the prime in both Equations (16) and (17) is for a total derivative [7, 8] 
The A field so given would be part of the Maxwell's equations given by [7] as, when  represents a D'Albertain operator, that in a vacuum, one would have for an A field [7, 8] 
